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ABSTRACT

Thermospheric temperature, composition and wind measurements from the Dynamics Explorer
satellite (DE—2) are interpreted using a three dimensional, multiconstituent spectral
model. The analysis accounts for tides driven by the absorbed solar radiation as well as

energy and momentum coupling involving the magnetosphere and lower atmosphere. We discuss
phenomena associated with the annual tide, polar circulation, magnetic storms and substorms.

DISCUSSION

Three sources control the structure and dynamics of the Earth’s thermosphere: (1) EUV
radiation which is of principal importance for the global mean, the annual variations and
the diurnal tides; (2) energetic particles and electric fields of solar wind—magnetospheric
origin which dominate at high latitudes; (3) dynamic coupling from the lower atmosphere
arising through propagating gravity waves and tides.
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Fig. 1. Temperature and wind measurements from the WATS experiment /1,2/ on DE—2.

Data taken with the Dynamics Explorer 2 (DE—2) satellite are discussed in the light of
theoretical spectral models, describing some of the important phenomena observed. Figure 1
shows pole to pole variations in the temperature and wind fields measured mainly between 300
and 400 km with the Wind and Temperature Spectrometer (WATS) on DE—2 /1,2/. It represents a
composite of three data sets, matched in latitude (indicated by interruptions in the

abscissa) and sampled 22 days apart on the nightside during December solstice. The largest
temperatures are observed in the polar region of the summer hemisphere which is continually
illuminated by solar radiation. From the equator on into the winter hemisphere the
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temperature does not continue to decrease but remains constant and then increases toward the
winter poie, indicative of auroral energy deposition. At high latitudes, in both
hemispheres, there is considerable wave activity. The data are taken under magnetically
quiet conditions in winter (A~ = 6) and disturbed conditions in summer (A~ 34) which
contributes to enhance the temperature contrast between both hemispheres.

The annual variations in temperature (and composition) are driven primarily by solar
differential heating. Transport and chemistry complicate the physics /3,4,5,6/. An impor—

tant element is the annual tide from the lower atmosphere and the release of chemical energy
from threebody recombination, which contribute to the winter anomaly in the mesospheric
temperature /4,6,7/. To first order, these processes can be described in the framework of a
zonally symmetric circulation. Figure 2a shows the relative temperature variations computed

with a spectral model at 455 and 90 km during high levels of solar activity (T — 1400 K).
The polar temperature increases from winter to summer by about 500 K, consistent with the
observations. At 90 km, near the mesopause (190 K), the temperature increases by about 40 K
from summer to winter. Figure 2b shows the computed relative variations in He. It reveals

an increase by a factor of 10 from summer to winter poles, less than that (factor of 40)
computed for low levels of solar activity. This trend is quantitatively consistent with the
empirical MSIS model /8/ and can be attributed to the exospheric return flow /9/.
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In the Earth’s thermosphere, the largest

~ 0 horizontal winds are observed at aurorallatitudes. Velocities of 1000 m/sec, shown in

~ Figure 1 are not uncommon. These winds are

0 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 is such that the resulting wind velocities are

MONTH virtually divergence free and relatively
inefficient in redistributing energy and

mass. The wind field computed with the Volland electric field model /13/ is plotted versus
(magnetic) latitude and local time (Figure 3). At 1300 LT the winds are directed primarily
in the meridional direction, while at 1700 LT the zonal component is more important. This
accounts in part for the large differences between the observed zonal velocities in both

hemispheres (Figure 1).

On October 22, 1981, a magnetic storm occured with Ap 72. Figure 4 shows in solid lines
the density measurements from the Neutral Atmosphere Composition Spectrometer on DE—2 /14/
normalized to the quiet MSIS model /8/. We show in dashed lines data from October 18, 1981

which was quiet (Ap = 6); the differences between both data sets describe the magnetic storm
effect. For comparison, we present in Figure 5 the computed storm time variations in the
N

2, 0 and He concentrations. Associated with auroral zone Joule heating, the temperature
(not shown) and N2 concentration increase primarily at high latitudes, driving a meridional
circulation which redistributes the lighter (and minor) species from high to low
latitudes. The observed (and computed) 0 depletion at high latitudes significantly reduces
the horizontal pressure gradient so that the resulting wind velocities are reduced and the
temperature contrast is large (260 K increase at auroral latitudes versus 40 K at the
equator).
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350km OHRS Thermospheric gravity waves are responsible

~EC

for traveling ionospheric disturbances

(TIDs) which are classified into large
scale (wavelengths of 1000 to 4000 km) and

/15/. The large and medium scale TID5

6HRS medium scale (100 to 400 km) perturbationstravel with horizontal velocities of about700 and 200 m/sec respectively. Both wavesare observed at all latitudes and are

correlated with magnetic activity,
suggesting that the origin is in the

4 . DE-2 auroral zone (Figure 1). For medium scale

TIDs this represents a problem since
classical gravity waves are expected to
dissipate over horizontal distances

12HRS comparable to their wavelengths.

Fig. 3. Computed velocity field primarily
due to E x B ion drift.

Using vector spherical harmonics,
DE.2 NACS COMPOSITION MEASUREMENTS DAY 81295 we have developed a nulticonstit—

uent spectral model to describe
10 - I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I - the short term and small scale

perturbations during magnetic
- - substorm activity. This model is
- - discussed in the current litera—

- - ture /16,17/. For harmonic (0.5
N

2 hr period) Joule heating at 125a -
0 km, Figure 6a shows the computed

transfer function amplitude ofm 1-
>- the temperature plotted versus
(3) - altitude and horizontal wave—a -

number 2. (order of Legendre poly-
nomials). Three different wave

modes are identified: (1) The
- 0 -

quasi horizontally propagating
wave which is represented by the

3.1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I lower cut—off and by the first,
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LST 20.9 20.9 20.9 8.9 8.9 8.9 horizontal wavelength and propa-
gation velocity (700 m/aec) are

Fig. 4. Composition measurements from DE—2 /14/ during large, causing the large scale
a magnetic storm normalized to the MSIS model /8/. TID5. (2) The obliquely propaga-

ting waves, generated primarily
through partial reflection from

THEORETICALMODEL the base of the thermosphere and
1.6 total reflection from the Earth’s

surface. These waves appear as
N2 broad secondary maxima in the

0.6
transfer function; their wave

0.4
lengths and propagation veloci-
ties (about 400 rn/sac) are much0.2

08~ smaller than (1). They are0.0-1 He important near the source but—0.2 cannot propagate very far hori——0.4 zontally. (3) The ducted waves—0.6 which are established in thelower atmosphere by total reflec—
—0.8

tion from the Earth’s surface and
—1.0 I I

0 10 70 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 partial reflection from the meso—
LATITUDE pause temperature minimum near 80

km. Leaking back into the
Fig. 5. Computed relative variations in composi— thermosphere where they origin
tion, simulating the storm condition, ate, these waves have relatively

short wavelengths but can travel

large horizontal distances away from the source (pole to equator). The important first and
second harmonic modes have propagation velocities of 250 and 170 rn/sec respectively and
appear in the transfer function as narrow resonance maxima. In Figure 6b the transfer func-
tion is shown at 300 km plotted against frequency a (in cycles per day) and c/v i/~ (where
c is the speed of sound and v is the wave velocity ar/i; the smallest value for a is 2).
The upper limit for a is 140 (period of about 10 minutes) and for 2. is 200 (horizontal
wavelengths of about 200 km). Figure 6b shows that individual features of the transfer
function are aligned along constant values of 2./a, in agreement with /18/, and, at a = 48

JASI3 5,4—k
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Fig. 8. Temperature and wind measurements show large disturbances confined to
from DE—2 during substorm on Dec. 25, 1981. latitudes near 65° (indicated in Figure
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8). An image of auroral emission /23/
I Temperature (aT/T) taken from DE—1 four hours earlier~c ~ indicates a ring like (oval) source

S ~ ~ geometry. On that basis, the observed
~ 4 -9.0 ~ perturbations are simulated with a: 2E ~ ~ simple model: A ring source with radius.- 2 ~ ~ of 2500 km and 500 km wide, centered at
5, BE 1 the magnetic pole, is turned on abruptly~ 1.sE_01~ I (10 minute risetime) and after two hours

2~
is turned off again. During the transi—

01 L ent process of energization, a broad
spectrum of frequencies is prominent in

0.0 the source. The frequency spectrum of

0H ~ ~ the resultant disturbance is determinedT 0I CME ~ 40 3~ by the source spectrum and the transferfunction. Thus the frequencies prefer—0 E entially excited are those which match,through the resonances in the transferUR ~.0 - ~0, I function, the characteristic horizontal
c ~ L dimension of the source. This in turn

produces the local ringing and the dis-

turbances which propagate away from the

Fig. 9. Computed temperature response to a ring source region. Figure 9 shows a three
source versus colatitude and time, dimensional display of the computed

temperature perturbation plotted versus
18.1 ________________________________________ colatitude and time. One perturbation

I I TInSO I S I I propagates toward the equator, while a
second one propagates toward the center~_~.jI I I where convergence leads to amplifica—

—1,9 8.8 1.0 2.8 3.8 4.0 8.8 6.8 7.8
4.2 tion. The latter wave appears to be

“reflected’ from the center and then

L[~00b6t1t0d8S I I j propagates radially outward. These
waves are launched when the source is

I I I I I I I I I turned on and off, producing a complica—

5.eE-81 ted wave pattern. About half an hour
(24 (1) and 36 (2) minutes) after the
source is turned on, the temperature and

Q. 3.GE—0j
vertical velocity are shown in Figure151

I . OE —81 10, resembling the observations (Figure8). For this particular simulation the
-~--±-~

excitation source was chosen to be
I I I I I I I I I I asymmetric with respect to the equator,

5. OE* 01

I I I I I I I I I I i.e., only one hemisphere was energized.
In reality, one should expect that a
similar perturbation is also launched

05
from the other hemisphere, which can be

E H 1.OE+033.ØE+83 ~ relative temperature perturbation nearreadily described in our model. With
~ that additional conjugate source the

—1. 0EI383

the equator would increase by a factor
-3.0E001 I I I I I I I I I I of two, boosting LiT/T to almost 0.3.

-~8. -68. -40. -20. 0. 28. 38. Perturbations of that magnitude are
COLATIT000 10R8L080.128 I observed occasionally at Arequipa, Peru

(near the magnetic equator) during
Fig. 10. Cross sections of the computed temper— nights with enhanced magnetic activity
store and velocity perturbations 24 minutes (1) /24/.
and 36 minutes (2) after the source is turned on.
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